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PREMISE: Phylogenetic trees of bryophytes provide important evolutionary context for 
land plants. However, published inferences of overall embryophyte relationships vary 
considerably. We performed phylogenomic analyses of bryophytes and relatives using 
both mitochondrial and plastid gene sets, and investigated bryophyte plastome evolution.

METHODS: We employed diverse likelihood-based analyses to infer large-scale bryophyte 
phylogeny for mitochondrial and plastid data sets. We tested for changes in purifying 
selection in plastid genes of a mycoheterotrophic liverwort (Aneura mirabilis) and a 
putatively mycoheterotrophic moss (Buxbaumia), and compared 15 bryophyte plastomes 
for major structural rearrangements.

RESULTS: Overall land-plant relationships conflict across analyses, generally weakly. 
However, an underlying (unrooted) four-taxon tree is consistent across most analyses 
and published studies. Despite gene coverage patchiness, relationships within mosses, 
liverworts, and hornworts are largely congruent with previous studies, with plastid results 
generally better supported. Exclusion of RNA edit sites restores cases of unexpected 
non-monophyly to monophyly for Takakia and two hornwort genera. Relaxed purifying 
selection affects multiple plastid genes in mycoheterotrophic Aneura but not Buxbaumia. 
Plastid genome structure is nearly invariant across bryophytes, but the tufA locus, 
presumed lost in embryophytes, is unexpectedly retained in several mosses.

CONCLUSIONS: A common unrooted tree underlies embryophyte phylogeny, [(liverworts, 
mosses), (hornworts, vascular plants)]; rooting inconsistency across studies likely reflects 
substantial distance to algal outgroups. Analyses combining genomic and transcriptomic 
data may be misled locally for heavily RNA-edited taxa. The Buxbaumia plastome lacks 
hallmarks of relaxed selection found in mycoheterotrophic Aneura. Autotrophic bryophyte 
plastomes, including Buxbaumia, hardly vary in overall structure.

  KEY WORDS   Anthocerotophyta (hornworts); Bryophyta (mosses); embryophyte 
relationships; long-branch outgroups; Marchantiophyta (liverworts); mycoheterotrophic 
bryophytes; organellar evolution; phylogenetic incongruence; RNA editing; tree rooting.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite extensive investigation, phylogenetic relationships among 
the four major groups of land plants (embryophytes)—vascular 
plants, mosses, liverworts, and hornworts (the latter three compris-
ing the bryophytes)—are still unsettled (e.g., Qiu et al., 2006, 2007; 
Cox et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014; Gitzendanner et al., 2018; de 
Sousa et al., 2019; One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 
2019). The bryophytes are distinguishable from vascular plants in 
having a diploid sporophyte generation attached to (and depen-
dent on) the persistent haploid gametophyte. Vascular plants, by 
contrast, have a dominant sporophyte generation, and reduced and 
often dependent gametophytes. The three major bryophyte lineages 
differ substantially from each other, for example in gametophyte 
and sporophyte structure, embryology, mechanisms of sporangium 
dehiscence, and methods of spore dispersal (e.g., Campbell, 1895; 
Schofield, 1985; Crum, 2001; Crandall-Stotler et al., 2009; Goffinet 
et  al., 2009; Renzaglia et  al., 2009; Vanderpoorten and Goffinet, 
2009; Ligrone et al., 2012). Despite their considerable morphologi-
cal diversity, these three lineages were long treated together at the di-
vision (phylum) rank (e.g., Campbell, 1895; Smith, 1955; Schofield, 
1985), although even by the mid-nineteenth century authors had 
begun to challenge the naturalness (monophyly) of bryophytes (re-
viewed in Crandall-Stotler, 1980). A growing body of phylogenetic 
evidence from morphological and molecular studies now supports 
the view that extant bryophytes comprise three distinct branches 
of land plants, with extant vascular plants (tracheophytes) repre-
senting the fourth major land-plant lineage (Mishler and Churchill, 
1984; Mishler et  al., 1994; Hedderson et  al., 1996; Kenrick and 
Crane, 1997a; Lewis et al., 1997; Qiu et al., 1998; Nishiyama et al., 
2004; Forrest et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2010; Karol et al., 2010; Chang 
and Graham, 2011; Liu et  al., 2014a; Ruhfel et  al., 2014; Wickett 
et al., 2014; Puttick et al., 2018; for an alternative viewpoint, see de 
Sousa et al., 2019).

Early phylogenetic studies based on one or only a few loci re-
ported conflicting results regarding relationships among the four 
extant land-plant lineages (reviewed in Qiu, 2008). Later studies 
that considered additional sequence data, focusing mainly on the 
plastid genome (plastome) and using more refined methods of 
phylogenetic inference, appeared to be converging on an overall 
topology that placed liverworts as the sister group of all other land 
plants, and hornworts sister to vascular plants (e.g., Forrest et al., 

2006; Qiu et al., 2006, 2007; Chang and Graham, 2011; Magallón 
et al., 2013). However, additional studies using larger data sets from 
plastid or mitochondrial genomes (e.g., for plastids: Gao et al., 2010; 
Karol et al., 2010; Civáň et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2014; Ruhfel et al., 
2014; Gitzendanner et  al., 2018; for mitochondria: Turmel et  al., 
2013; Liu et al., 2014a), or from the nuclear genome (Wickett et al., 
2014; Puttick et al., 2018; de Sousa et al., 2019; One Thousand Plant 
Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019), recovered alternative and conflict-
ing topologies, both among and within studies. Multiple studies 
have supported the monophyly of extant bryophytes in at least some 
analyses (Civáň et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014; 
Gitzendanner et al., 2018; Puttick et al., 2018; de Sousa et al., 2019; 
One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019).

Despite these contradictory inferences, for the vast majority 
of molecular phylogenetic and phylogenomic studies the inferred re-
lationships among the four major groups of land plants have an un-
derlying and largely unremarked-upon consistency: they correspond 
to a single unrooted four-taxon tree, [(liverworts, mosses),(horn-
worts, vascular plants)] (Tree 1 in Fig. 1; study details in Table 1; see 
also Cox, 2018: fig. 1), with relatively few studies recovering either 
of the other two possible alternative unrooted relationships (Trees 
2 and 3 in Fig.  1). If this is the correct unrooted tree, it is likely 
that most of the ambiguity about the relationships among the four 
extant land-plant lineages is due to the substantial evolutionary dis-
tance (long branches) between land plants and their closest strepto-
phyte algal relatives (e.g., Zygnematophyceae [Wodniok et al., 2011; 
Wickett et al., 2014]; Coleochaetales [Finet et al., 2010]; for exam-
ples of other long-branch situations in plant phylogeny, see Graham 
et al. 2002, Murdock 2008, Graham and Iles 2009, and Rothfels et al. 
2012). Long-branch attraction (Felsenstein, 1978; Hendy and Penny, 
1989) and other types of systematic bias (e.g., compositional biases; 
Philippe et al., 2011) can be hard to deal with, even by using dense 
taxon sampling (e.g., Hedtke et al., 2006; Heath et al., 2008) or com-
plex substitution models (e.g., Liu et al., 2014a; Wickett et al., 2014; 
Puttick et al., 2018; de Sousa et al., 2019). Increasing the amount of 
data per taxon helps address the effects of stochastic error on short 
branches (e.g., Graham et  al., 1998; Rothfels et  al., 2015), but ge-
nome-scale samplings may also make systematic errors related to 
inadequate models more apparent (Philippe et  al., 2011). Despite 
paying careful attention to substitutional dynamics (e.g., Cox et al., 
2014; de Sousa et al., 2019), it is possible that no current nucleotide or 
amino-acid substitution model captures DNA or protein evolution 
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sufficiently well to fully address this inference challenge (e.g., see the 
strongly supported conflicts summarized in Wickett et al., 2014: fig. 
4). The scope of genomic data sets is now rapidly expanding (e.g., 
Wickett et al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2018), but because different data 
sets and analytical approaches conflict in what they infer, and be-
cause it is not clear that any current substitution models fully ac-
count for the complexity of gene evolution across 470–515 Ma of 
land-plant evolution (Morris et al., 2018), and beyond to algal rela-
tives, the relationships among the four major land plant groups may 
still be considered unclear (cf. de Sousa et al., 2019).

We examine overall bryophyte relationships among and 
within major lineages, using plastid and mitochondrial data, in-
cluding new genome-skim-based data sets for 25 taxa, organel-
lar genomic data retrieved from GenBank (e.g., Liu et  al., 2014a, 
b; Shaw et  al., 2016; Park et  al., 2018), transcriptome-based data 
from the One Thousand Plants project (1KP; One Thousand Plant 
Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019), and collections of Sanger se-
quences from key lineages currently lacking substantial genomic 
data (e.g., Cox et  al., 2004; Forrest et  al., 2006; Duff et  al., 2007; 
Chang and Graham, 2011). Our taxon sampling includes a phy-
logenetically broader representation of major bryophyte lineages 
than most recent studies, except for Gitzendanner et al. (2018), and 
advances on the latter study by the inclusion of a parallel compar-
ison of mitochondrial genes retrieved from a largely parallel set of 
taxa. We include an examination of the possible effect of different 
DNA and amino-acid substitutional schemes on phylogenetic in-
ference, such as partitioned likelihood models (e.g., Lanfear et al., 
2012, 2016) that take account of different substitutional dynamics 
among functionally or evolutionarily distinctive subsets of data.

We also test for possible changes in selection pressure in the 
plastomes of a known heterotrophic liverwort (Aneura mirabi-
lis; Wickett et  al., 2008) and a purportedly heterotrophic moss 
(Buxbaumia aphylla; Leake, 1994). Such changes are a major 

hallmark of heterotrophy (e.g., Lam et al., 2015), so their presence 
or absence may help support or refute the heterotrophic status of 
Buxbaumia. Heterotrophic taxa can have highly unusual DNA sub-
stitutional dynamics and substantial plastome reduction through 
gene loss, which may influence their suitability for phylogenetic 
inference. However, Lam et  al. (2015, 2016, 2018) demonstrated 
that data from even highly reduced and rapidly evolving plastid 
genes or plastomes can be used to place heterotrophic plants with 
confidence. We were particularly interested in characterizing the 
Buxbaumia plastome in light of its purported heterotrophic status, 
given the placement of this small genus as sister to all other mem-
bers of Bryopsida, which is by far the most species-rich class 
of mosses (e.g., Qiu et al., 2006, 2007; Chang and Graham, 2011, 
2014; Liu et al., 2014a, 2019; Gitzendanner et al., 2018).

Because gene recovery is sometimes patchy across taxa (e.g., due 
to incomplete gene recovery from transcriptomes), our study effec-
tively also incorporates a practical examination of how well data sets 
with incomplete gene occupancy perform. One expectation is that 
including incompletely sequenced taxa would tend to increase the 
accuracy of phylogenetic inference when taxon sampling is otherwise 
incomplete (e.g., Wiens, 2005, 2006; Burleigh et al., 2009; Wiens and 
Tiu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2014). However, we also know that combin-
ing patchily sampled matrices with long branches can be problematic 
(Wiens, 2005, 2006). Nonetheless, recent analyses considering very 
rapidly evolving but highly reduced plastomes suggest that mod-
el-based analyses of organellar phylogenomic inference can cope well 
in situations in which some taxa have exceptionally long branches 
coupled with limited or variable gene sampling (Lam et al., 2018).

The availability of multiple completed plastomes across bryo-
phytes, including for two taxa newly completed here (Buxbaumia 
aphylla and Diphyscium foliosum), also permits comparison of 
genome structural evolution across bryophytes. This allows us to 
considerably extend the observation that plastomes of bryophytes 

FIGURE 1. Four-taxon trees showing the three possible unrooted relationships of the four major land-plant lineages (Lw: liverworts; M: mosses; Hw: 
hornworts; VP: vascular plants). Tree 1 (black) shows the most frequently recovered four-taxon tree in major analyses from previously published stud-
ies and this study. Trees 2 (orange) and 3 (blue) show the two possible alternative arrangements of land-plant relationships. A–I represent the rooting 
points obtained in major analyses from previous studies (see Table 1 for details). Rooting points shaded yellow (A, B, E, G, J) represent those inferred 
here from likelihood analyses of plastid (pt) or mitochondrial (mt) nucleotide data with all positions included (DNA), nucleotide data with third codon 
positions excluded (1+2), and amino-acid data (AA); A = pt DNA, B = pt 1+2 and mt AA, E = pt AA, G = mt DNA, and J = mt 1+2. The number of pub-
lished studies recovering each unrooted topology is noted below each tree, along with the number of times each was recovered in the 14 analyses 
in this study.
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TABLE 1. Summary of underlying four-taxon land-plant trees and land-plant root points implied in previously published molecular phylogenetic studies, including 
details of the genome (plastid, “pt”; mitochondrial, “mt”; nuclear, “nr”), data type (full nucleotide data, “DNA”; selected codon positions only, “1+2”, “1+3”, “2+3”; RY 
coded, “RY”; amino acid, “AA”), type of analysis (parsimony, “MP”; maximum likelihood, “ML”; Bayesian, “BI”; neighbor-joining, “NJ”; coalescent, “ASTRAL”), number of loci 
analyzed, number of bryophytes/total number of taxa included, and the level of support (weak, moderate, or strong) for each. Support values are generally bootstrap 
(BS) for ML and MP, and posterior probability (PP) for BI (weak: <70% BS, <0.95 PP; strong: >95% BS, >0.99 PP). Studies are organized according to implied unrooted trees 
in Fig. 1. Lw: liverworts; M: mosses; Hw: hornworts; VP: vascular plants.

Data type Analysis Number of loci Number of taxa Support Reference
A: Outgroups,(Lw(M(Hw,VP))) = unrooted Tree 1
pt 1+2 MP 51 3/20 Weak Nishiyama et al., 2004
pt DNA, 1+2, AA ML, MP 73 3/20 Weak–strong Wolf et al., 2005
pt DNA, 1+3, 2+3 ML, MP 67 3/36 Strong Qiu et al., 2006
pt DNA ML 79 5/42 Moderate Gao et al., 2010
pt DNA ML, BI 49 4/43 Weak Karol et al., 2010
mt AA ML, BI 40 7/25 Weak Turmel et al., 2013
pt DNA ML 72 5/30 Weak Zhong et al., 2013
pt DNA ML, BI 49 4/43 Weak–strong Cox et al., 2014
pt DNA ML, MP, BI 89 5/35 Weak–strong Kim et al., 2014
mt AA ML, BI 41 20/60 Moderate–strong Liu et al., 2014a
mt DNA BI 41 20/60 Weak Liu et al., 2014a
pt DNA, RY ML 78 6/360 Weak–moderate Ruhfel et al., 2014
pt DNA ML 1 30/40 Weak Lewis et al., 1997
pt DNA ML 1 5/39 Weak Delwiche et al., 2002
pt, mt, nr DNA MP, BI 5 204/210 Weak Forrest et al., 2006
pt, mt, nr DNA ML, MP 6 96/193 Moderate–strong Qiu et al., 2006
pt, mt, nr DNA ML 7 95/192 Moderate Qiu et al., 2007
pt DNA ML 1 1088/13,533 N/A Smith et al., 2009
pt DNA ML 17 23/43 Strong Chang and Graham, 2011
pt DNA ML 5 8/81 Strong Magallón et al., 2013
pt DNA ML 6 96/193 Moderate Cox et al., 2014
B: Outgroups,(Hw(VP(Lw,M))) = unrooted Tree 1
nr 1+2 ML 674 19/103 Strong Wickett et al., 2014
nr AA ML, BI 148–852 19/103 Significant Puttick et al., 2018
nr DNA, 1+2, AA ML 620 19/103 Moderate–strong de Sousa et al., 2019
nr DNA ML, BI 100 10/26 Weak–strong de Sousa et al., 2019
nr rDNA MP 1 18/27 Weak a Hedderson et al., 1996
mt rDNA ML, MP 1 9/20 Weak Duff and Nickrent, 1999
pt AA ML 5 5/12 Moderate Nishiyama and Kato, 1999
pt, mt, nr DNA ML, MP 4 7/30 Weak–strong Nickrent et al., 2000
nr, mt rDNA MP 2 11/26 Weak Renzaglia et al., 2000
nr 1+2, AA ML, ASTRAL 410 74/1178 Weak–strong One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes 

Initiative, 2019
C: Outgroups,(M(Lw(Hw,VP))) = unrooted Tree 1
pt DNA ML 72 5/30 Moderate Zhong et al., 2013
pt AA ML, BI 71 3/47 Weak Lemieux et al., 2014
mt DNA ML, BI 41 20/60 Moderate–strong Liu et al., 2014a
nr DNA BI 100 10/26 Strong de Sousa et al., 2019
D: Outgroups,((Lw,M)(Hw,VP)) = unrooted Tree 1
pt 1+2 ML, MP 67 3/36 Weak–strong Qiu et al., 2006
pt 1+2 ML 56 3/33 Moderate Turmel et al., 2006
pt DNA ML, MP 45 3/45 Weak Lemieux et al., 2007
pt 1+2 ML 79 5/42 Strong Gao et al., 2010
pt DNA ML, BI 49 4/43 Weak–strong Karol et al., 2010
pt DNA BI 72 5/30 Strong Zhong et al., 2013
pt DNA BI 49 4/43 Weak–strong Cox et al., 2014
pt 1+2, AA ML 78 6/360 Weak–moderate Ruhfel et al., 2014
pt 1+2, AA ML, BI 88 4/28 Weak–strong Lemieux et al., 2016
nr AA BI 148–852 19/103 Significant Puttick et al., 2018
E: Outgroups,(VP(Hw(Lw,M))) = unrooted Tree 1
pt AA ML 51 3/20 Strong Nishiyama et al., 2004
pt 1+2 NJ 57 3/18 Strong Goremykin and Hellwig, 2005
pt AA ML, MP 45 3/45 Weak–moderate Lemieux et al., 2007
pt AA ML, BI 49 4/43 Moderate–strong Karol et al., 2010
pt AA ML 43 5/16 Moderate–strong Shanker et al., 2011
pt AA BI 83 6/30 Weak Civáň et al., 2014

 (Continued)
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are nearly identical in gene order, gene content, and intron content 
(e.g., Mower and Vickrey, 2018).

Relationships within major bryophyte lineages

Diversity within each of the three major bryophyte lineages is well 
characterized morphologically, but the application of molecular 
phylogenetic methods has revolutionized traditional classifications 
based primarily on morphological traits (e.g., Crandall-Stotler 
et al., 2009; Goffinet et al., 2009; Renzaglia et al., 2009). In contrast 
to the conflicting relationships often recovered among the four ma-
jor land-plant lineages, molecular phylogenetic results have been 
generally congruent with respect to relationships recovered within 
each bryophyte lineage, with a largely consistent “backbone” in-
ferred in sufficiently well-sampled molecular analyses of the liv-
erworts (e.g., Crandall-Stotler et  al., 2005; Heinrichs et  al., 2005; 
Forrest et  al., 2006; He-Nygrén et  al., 2006; Chang and Graham, 
2011; Gitzendanner et al., 2018) and hornworts (e.g., Stech et al., 
2003; Duff et al., 2004, 2007; Villarreal et al., 2010).

In the mosses, molecular analyses have also resolved many of the 
deep relationships, but there are still several critical nodes that remain 
contentious (e.g., Newton et al., 2000; Cox et al., 2004; Qiu et al., 2006; 
Chang and Graham, 2011, 2014; Liu et al., 2019). Of these, the relation-
ships among Takakiopsida, Sphagnopsida, and the rest of the mosses 
(i.e., whether Takakiopsida is sister to all other mosses or forms a clade 
with Sphagnopsida) are perhaps the most intriguing, as conflicting 
topologies are often recovered with strong support (Qiu et al., 2006; 
Chang and Graham, 2011, 2014; Liu et al., 2014a, 2019; One Thousand 
Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). The source of this conflict is 
uncertain, but Chang and Graham (2014) observed that relationships 
were sensitive to different model or method assumptions. In addition, 
conflicts in relationships among Oedipodiopsida, Tetraphidopsida, 
Polytrichopsida, and Bryopsida are consistently recovered with only 

weak to moderate support (Newton et al., 2000; Goffinet et al., 2001; 
Magombo, 2003; Cox et al., 2004, 2010; Qiu et al., 2006, 2007; Volkmar 
and Knoop, 2010; Chang and Graham, 2014; Gitzendanner et  al., 
2018; Liu et al., 2019). Liu et al. (2019) suggest that rapid successive or-
igin of the lineages leading to Oedipodiopsida, Tetraphidopsida, and 
Polytrichopsida relative to the Bryopsida explains the often weak sig-
nals and incongruence concerning relationships among them, which 
has also been argued to explain poor resolution of inferred relation-
ships among the major lineages of pleurocarpous mosses (Hypnanae; 
Shaw et al., 2003; Huttunen et al., 2012).

Study aims

We present phylogenomic and molecular evolutionary analyses of 
data sets derived from the plastid and mitochondrial genomes of 
a broad sample of bryophytes, including substantial new data. The 
aims of our study are (1) to reconstruct overall land-plant phylogeny 
using complete and partially complete plastid and mitochondrial 
gene sets; (2) to characterize the evolution of plastid genome struc-
ture across a representative sampling of bryophyte species; and (3) 
to test for changes in selective regime in the plastomes of a mycohet-
erotrophic liverwort (Aneura mirabilis) and a putatively mycohet-
erotrophic moss (Buxbaumia aphylla) relative to other bryophytes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taxon sampling

We generated genomic data from shotgun sequencing of 19 moss 
and 6 liverwort species, and recovered plastid and mitochondrial 
gene sets from two additional sources: we retrieved plastid and mi-
tochondrial transcriptomic data for 43 taxa from the 1KP project 

Data type Analysis Number of loci Number of taxa Support Reference

pt AA BI 49 4/43 Weak–strong Cox et al., 2014
nr AA ML 674 19/103 Moderate Wickett et al., 2014
nr 1+2, AA ASTRAL 424 19/103 Strong Wickett et al., 2014
pt AA ML 78 85/1879 Strong Gitzendanner et al., 2018
nr AA ML, BI 148–852 19/103 Significant Puttick et al., 2018
nr 1+2, AA ML 620 19/103 Weak–moderate de Sousa et al., 2019
nr DNA, AA BI 100 10/26 Strong de Sousa et al., 2019
nr AA ASTRAL 410 74/1178 Weak–strong One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes 

Initiative, 2019
pt AA ML 78 74/1178 Weak One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes 

Initiative, 2019
F: Outgroups,(Lw(VP(Hw,M))) = unrooted Tree 2
nr rDNA MP 2 8/15 Weak a Waters et al., 1992
mt rDNA MP 1 9/27 Weak Duff and Nickrent, 1999
pt, nr DNA ML 5 186/699 Weak–moderate Fiz-Palacios et al., 2011
G: Outgroups,(M(Hw(Lw,VP))) = unrooted Tree 2
nr AA BI 5 3/14 Strong Floyd et al., 2006
H: Outgroups,(Lw(Hw(M,VP))) = unrooted Tree 3
nr rDNA b MP 2 9/59 Weak a Mishler et al., 1994
nr rDNA b MP 1 6/9 Weak a Mishler et al., 1994
pt, mt, nr DNA ML, BI 4 3/40 Moderate–strong Karol et al., 2001
I: Outgroups,(Hw(Lw(M,VP))) = unrooted Tree 3
nr rDNA b MP 1 6/9 Weak a Mishler et al., 1994

aDecay indices, <4 considered weak here. 
bMolecular data combined with morphological data. 

TABLE 1. (Continued)
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(Matasci et al., 2014); and full organellar genomes or sets of genes 
from GenBank (Appendix S1). Our sampling focuses on the taxo-
nomic diversity of major bryophyte clades, but also includes a broad 
sampling of vascular plants and algal outgroup taxa to enable recon-
struction of deep phylogenetic relationships within land plants. In 
total we included 159 samples representing 138 species for plastid 
phylogenetic analyses (78 mosses, 40 liverworts, 12 hornworts, 24 
vascular plants, and 5 algae) and 157 samples representing 139 spe-
cies for mitochondrial phylogenetic analyses (78 mosses, 36 liver-
worts, 13 hornworts, 25 vascular plants, and 5 algae). There are 89 
bryophyte taxa in common between the two data sets (52 mosses, 
29 liverworts, and 8 hornworts).

DNA extraction, library preparation, de novo contig assembly 
and gene annotation

For shotgun sequencing of organellar genomes, we extracted total 
DNA using DNeasy Plant Mini Kits (Qiagen, Valencia, California, 
USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol, but with an extended 
incubation at 65°C. We prepared whole-genome shotgun sequenc-
ing libraries and sequenced them as multiplexed paired-end reads 
on a HiSeq 2000 machine (Illumina, San Diego, California, USA), 
following Lam et al. (2018).

We processed and (de novo-) assembled genome-skim reads fol-
lowing Lam et al. (2018). Plastid contigs were retrieved with BLASTn 
(Altschul et  al., 1990), using several bryophytes as reference taxa 
(i.e., Marchantia polymorpha, GenBank accession NC_001319.1; 
Physcomitrella patens, GenBank accession NC_005087.1; Ptilidium 
pulcherrimum, GenBank accession NC_015402.1; Syntrichia rura-
lis, GenBank accession NC_012052.1). For Buxbaumia aphylla and 
Diphyscium foliosum we assembled fully circularized plastomes, 
connecting contigs across gaps using polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) amplification of the original DNAs, followed by Sanger se-
quencing, using custom-designed primers (see Lam et al., 2015).

Matrix construction and sequence alignment

We constructed a matrix comprising 85 plastid genes (81 protein 
genes and 4 rRNA genes) with 159 taxon terminals and a separate ma-
trix comprising 39 mitochondrial protein genes (mitochondrial 
rRNA genes not included) with 157 taxon terminals. We excluded 
two rapidly evolving genes due to alignment difficulties: ycf2 (for all 
taxa) and ycf1 (for non-bryophytes). We extracted genes from 1KP 
assemblies (generated by the 1KP consortium using SOAPdenovo-
Trans; Xie et al., 2014) using BLASTn (Altschul et al., 1990) with an 
e-value cutoff of 1e-20 and all other settings left as default (Camacho 
et al., 2009). Published organellar genomes of ten bryophyte species 
were used as query sequences for the BLAST searches (Nothoceros 
aenigmaticus, Anthoceros angustus, Marchantia paleacea, Ptilidium 
pulcherrimum, Pellia endiviifolia, Physcomitrella patens, Sanionia 
uncinata, Sphagnum palustre, Syntrichia ruralis, and Tetraphis pel-
lucida). Occasionally, the assembled scaffolds recovered for a gene 
had short overlaps but were not pieced together by SOAPdenovo-
Trans; in these cases, we joined them manually using IUPAC 
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) ambiguity 
codes for occasional mismatches. In a few cases where multiple scaf-
folds for individual genes overlapped, we used the variant closest to 
a known related species (based on published species relationships). 
We coded missing genes (which may represent only unrecovered 
genes in the case of transcriptome data and for taxa represented 

by Sanger data; Appendices S2, S3) or pseudogenized genes (apart 
from those in the mycoheterotrophic liverwort Aneura mirabilis; 
Wickett et al., 2008) as gaps, and treated them as missing data in 
analyses. Individual gene files were initially aligned using Muscle 
(Edgar, 2004) in AliView version 1.18 (Larsson, 2014), with a 
preliminary test tree run for each gene using RAxML BlackBox 
(Stamatakis et  al., 2008) to identify possible contaminants (none 
were observed). Alignments were then refined manually (Graham 
et al., 2000) by identifying and staggering regions that were difficult 
to align globally, and a second round of test trees was run. Such off-
setting avoids dubious alignment of rapidly evolving regions (e.g., 
“overalignment”; Swain, 2018), minimizing errors due to misalign-
ment but potentially retaining sequence variation within the locally 
aligned offset blocks. Such variation may be phylogenetically infor-
mative within these blocks and would otherwise be lost by remov-
ing or masking such regions. This allows fuller use of the available 
sequence data (e.g., Steane, 1999; Graham et al., 2006; Swain, 2018). 
Alignments for protein genes were maintained in-frame and the in-
dividual gene alignments were concatenated into a 79,785 bp plas-
tid matrix and a 42,963 bp mitochondrial matrix. Transcriptomic 
and genomic sequences from the same taxon were maintained as 
separate terminals. Translated versions of both matrices were gen-
erated using AliView. The DNA and amino-acid alignments for 
both genomes are publicly available from TreeBASE (http://purl.
org/phylo/ treeb ase/phylo ws/study/ TB2:S25209).

Phylogenetic inference

We performed five separate maximum-likelihood (ML) analyses 
per genome using RAxML version 8.2.10 (Stamatakis, 2014) as im-
plemented on the CIPRES Portal (Miller et al., 2010), with separate 
unpartitioned and partitioned analyses of both the nucleotide and 
amino-acid matrices, and with an additional unpartitioned analy-
sis of the nucleotide data with third codon positions excluded to 
avoid possible effects of saturation or strong compositional bias in 
this codon position (e.g., Ruhfel et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014). 
The partitioned analyses accommodate different substitution mod-
els (or model parameters) for different subsets of the data (see be-
low). For all ML analyses, we conducted 20 independent searches 
for the best tree and estimated branch support using 500 bootstrap 
replicates (Felsenstein, 1985). We considered strongly supported 
branches to have bootstrap support of ≥95%, and poorly supported 
branches to have <70% bootstrap support (e.g., Soltis and Soltis, 
2003). For the partitioned nucleotide analyses, we partitioned 
the matrices by codon position for each protein gene (a gene-by-
codon-based scheme; e.g., Lam et al., 2015; Rothfels et al., 2015), 
with rRNA genes considered as additional data partitions, result-
ing in 247 initial data partitions for the plastid matrix and 117 
for the mitochondrial matrix. We used PartitionFinder2 (Lanfear 
et al., 2016) to regroup partitions with similar substitution models 
and model parameter values under the Bayesian information crite-
rion, resulting in 41 final partitions for the plastid DNA matrix and 
25 for the mitochondrial DNA matrix, with GTR+G or GTR+I+G 
DNA substitution models recovered as the best fit for individual 
partitions (Appendix S4). The optimal model for the unpartitioned 
plastid and mitochondrial nucleotide data sets was GTR+I+G. 
We initially partitioned the amino-acid matrices by gene and 
used PartitionFinder2 to find the best partitioning scheme, re-
sulting in 77 final partitions for the plastid matrix and nine for 
the mitochondrial matrix. The optimal model for the unpartitioned 

info:ddbj-embl-genbank/NC_001319.1
info:ddbj-embl-genbank/NC_005087.1
info:ddbj-embl-genbank/NC_015402.1
info:ddbj-embl-genbank/NC_012052.1
http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylows/study/TB2:S25209
http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylows/study/TB2:S25209
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amino-acid matrices was STMTREV (Liu et  al., 2014a) for both 
genomes. To test the possible distorting effects of long outgroup 
branches on ingroup topology, we also ran each unpartitioned anal-
ysis with the algal outgroup taxa removed, using the same models 
and model parameters as the corresponding unpartitioned analyses 
with outgroup taxa included. Because we uncovered substantial in-
congruence between the two organellar genomes concerning over-
all relationships among the four major land-plant clades and some 
well-supported incongruence within clades (see below), we did not 
combine data from the two genomes here (e.g., Huelsenbeck et al., 
1996).

RNA editing

RNA editing is thought to have originated early in land-plant evolu-
tion, apparently absent in algae but present in all major land-plant lin-
eages except the complex thalloid liverworts (e.g., Freyer et al., 1997; 
Rüdinger et al., 2012). In our study, genomic and transcriptomic data 
were available for the same species for 14 and 16 plastomes and mi-
togenomes, respectively. We directly compared DNA and cDNA se-
quences in these cases to find evidence of RNA editing, rather than 
relying on inferential methods (e.g., Mower, 2009; Lenz and Knoop, 
2013; Robison and Wolf, 2019). In most cases the differences recov-
ered likely reflect a mixture of DNA substitutional variation within 
species and RNA edits (C-to-U or U-to-C edit types are assumed to 
be the only kind of RNA editing in the plastome and mitogenome; 
Takenaka et al., 2013; Appendix S5). A limitation of this approach is 
that in most cases we did not have genomic and transcriptomic data 
from the same individuals or populations (Appendix S5). However, 
several taxa had a high proportion of C-to-U or U-to-C differences 
between genomic and transcriptomic data (collectively representing 
>75% of genome/transcriptome differences for genes in plastomes of 
Timmia, Buxbaumia, Takakia, and Nothoceros, and mitogenomes 
of Timmia, Pallavicinia, Takakia, and Nothoceros; Appendix  S5), 
likely indicative of the existence of RNA editing in these taxa. We 
focused our attention on such cases for the organellar genomes of 
the moss Takakia and the hornwort Nothoceros, because both had 
by far the highest incidence in both organellar genomes that we ob-
served (collectively representing about 95–100% of all differences for 
both species and organelles; Appendix  S5); we assumed that these 
differences nearly all represent RNA editing events. To test for the 
effect of RNA editing on local phylogenetic inference for Takakia and 
Nothoceros, we reran the unpartitioned plastid and mitochondrial 
nucleotide analyses, excluding all positions (i.e., entire columns in 
each matrix) that contained these C-to-U or U-to-C sites for Takakia 
and/or Nothoceros.

Plastome structure comparison

We used Mauve version 2.4.0 (Darling et al., 2004, 2010) to compare 
plastome gene order across a taxonomically diverse selection of 
bryophyte species (two hornworts, five liverworts, and nine mosses, 
including two mosses newly completed here, Buxbaumia aphylla 
and Diphyscium foliosum; Appendices  S6, S7). This version of 
Mauve (progressiveMauve) uses an algorithm based on a sum-of-
pairs approach to align regions of homology between two or more 
sequences in an alignment (locally colinear blocks [LCBs]). The 
LCBs are positioned using progressive alignment based on the ap-
proach of CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994; Darling et al., 2004). 
We used a seed weight of 19 and otherwise used default settings, 

with one copy of the inverted repeat region (IR) excluded for the 
structural comparisons.

Tests of changes in selective regime in plastid genes

To test for shifts in selective regime, specifically relaxation or strength-
ening of purifying selection, in heterotrophic and putatively het-
erotrophic bryophytes (Aneura mirabilis and Buxbaumia aphylla, 
respectively), we examined the dN/dS, or ω values (ratios of nonsyn-
onymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site to synonymous 
substitutions per synonymous site), for plastid genes in B. aphylla 
compared to other moss taxa, and in A. mirabilis compared to other 
liverworts. We used our original unpartitioned plastid nucleotide 
tree (see below) and individual plastid gene alignments, pruning all 
taxa from the alignments and tree except for the target species (B. 
aphylla and A. mirabilis) and a selection of relatives (for B. aphylla, 
the mosses Takakia lepidozioides, Sphagnum palustre, Andreaea ni-
valis, Tetraphis pellucida, Polytrichum juniperinum, Diphyscium 
foliosum, Timmia austriaca, Physcomitrella patens, Racomitrium mu-
ticum, Dicranum scottianum, Syntrichia ruralis, Bryum argenteum, 
Pulvigera lyellii, Hookeria lucens, Fontinalis antipyretica, and Sanionia 
uncinata; and for A. mirabilis, the liverworts Marchantia paleacea, 
Conocephalum conicum, Dumortiera hirsuta, Pellia endiviifolia, 
Pallavicinia lyellii, Ptilidium pulcherrimum, Porella cordaeana, 
Lejeunea patens, Herbertus stramineus, and Mylia taylorii). In each 
case, this yielded a reduced tree and reduced matrices for individual 
genes. To overcome possible issues associated with insufficient data 
in shorter genes, we also repeated the analyses using concatenated 
sets of loci representing multi-subunit gene complexes (i.e., for atp, 
chl, ndh, pet, psa, psb, rpl, rpo, and rps). We performed tests of change 
in selective regime using both the branch test (Yang, 1998) and the 
RELAX test (Wertheim et al., 2015), following Joyce et al. (2018). We 
conducted branch tests using the codeml module of PAML version 
4.9h (Yang, 2007), testing for changes in selective regime of each gene 
or gene complex (including 15 pseudogenized photosynthetic genes 
in A. mirabilis). The branch test detects changes in ω values in each 
gene/gene complex in the taxon of interest, compared to the rest of 
the tree. Two likelihood models are compared: the first estimates a 
single ω value by assuming that all branches in the tree evolve under 
the same selective regime (model M0); the second allows a different 
selective regime (model M1) for the test branch (the foreground ω) 
compared to the rest of the tree (the background ω). The separate sets 
of branch tests for B. aphylla and A. mirabilis considered mosses or 
liverworts as background branches, respectively. We evaluated the sig-
nificance of the branch tests using a likelihood ratio test, considering 
a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. A significant 
result indicates there is a difference between the foreground and back-
ground ω (i.e., that the test taxon is evolving under a different selective 
regime to the rest of the tree). We also used RELAX (Wertheim et al., 
2015) to test for evidence of relaxed or intensified selection. RELAX 
assigns every site to a rate class (ω1, ω2, and ω3, representing purifying 
selection, neutral evolution, and positive selection, respectively) for 
the test taxon compared to the reference taxa (here the other moss 
or liverwort species). A null model constrains the test and reference 
taxa to behave the same for each class; an alternative model allows for 
relaxation or intensification of selection in the test taxon compared 
to the null case. Cases of relaxation are inferred when values in each 
rate class approach 1.0 (neutral evolution); intensification represents 
a strengthening of selection away from 1.0, in either direction. In this 
test, rate changes are summarized as a relaxation coefficient (k), where 
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k < 1 indicates relaxation, and k > 1 indicates intensification of selec-
tion. We corrected tests of significance for multiple tests (i.e., genes/
gene complexes), adjusting the alpha value to allow for a false discov-
ery rate of 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

RESULTS

Gene recovery

Gene occupancy in the final alignments is summarized visually in 
Appendices S2 and S3, including for a few taxa represented by only 
a handful of genes from published Sanger-sequencing based stud-
ies. For most newly extracted samples (19 moss and 6 liverwort spe-
cies; Appendix S1), genome skimming recovered a high proportion 
of organellar genes, with 98.6% mean recovery of plastid genes, ex-
cept for Andreaeobryum macrosporum (75.3%) and Hedwigia stel-
lata (76.5%), and 98.5% average recovery of mitochondrial genes, 
except for H. stellata (74.4%) (Appendices S2, S3). Gene recovery 
for 1KP samples was lower, with 65.2% mean recovery of plastid 
genes (73.9% in mosses, 57.1% in liverworts, and 50% in horn-
worts), and 78.2% of mitochondrial genes (86.7% in mosses, 83.4% 
in liverworts, and 24.5% in hornworts, although this low value for 
hornwort mitochondrial genes is a consequence of extensive gene 
losses and pseudogenizations within this lineage; Li et al., 2009; Xue 
et al., 2010; Villarreal et al., 2018).

Relationships among the four major land-plant clades

All rooted plastid and mitochondrial analyses recovered land plants 
as monophyletic with 100% likelihood bootstrap support (BS), but 
relationships among the four major land-plant lineages (mosses, 
liverworts, hornworts, and vascular plants) differed depending 
on the genome sequenced and whether nucleotide (DNA) or ami-
no-acid (AA) data were analyzed (Appendices S8–S15; summarized 
for major lineages in Fig. 2). For both the plastid and mitochondrial 
genomes the DNA-based analyses resolved bryophytes as paraphy-
letic with strong (plastid; Fig. 2A; Appendices S8, S9) to moderate 
bootstrap support (mitochondrial; Fig. 2B; Appendices S12, S13). 
Only the plastid DNA results had strong support for all major 
lineages and relationships, recovering a strongly supported tree 
with liverworts as the sister group of the rest of the land plants, 
and hornworts sister to vascular plants, in both partitioned and 
unpartitioned bootstrap analyses (Fig.  2A; Appendices  S8, S9). 
Analyses of the plastid AA data resolved bryophytes as monophy-
letic, although this was not well supported by partitioned and un-
partitioned analyses (BS <50%; Fig. 2A; Appendices S10, S11), and 
there was only moderate support for a clade comprising liverworts 
and mosses. The mitochondrial DNA analyses resolved mosses 
as sister to all other land plants, and hornworts sister to a clade 
of liverworts and vascular plants, arrangements that had, respec-
tively, moderate and weak support from partitioned and unparti-
tioned analyses (Fig. 2B; Appendices S12, S13). The mitochondrial 
AA analyses recovered hornworts as the sister group of other land 
plants (vascular plants, liverworts and mosses, with the latter two 
recovered as sister groups), but with weak support in both the par-
titioned and unpartitioned analyses (Fig. 2B; Appendices S14, S15).

Considering the underlying (de-rooted) relationships among in-
group lineages only from rooted analyses, the plastid analyses (both 
DNA and AA) and mitochondrial AA analyses recovered the same 

underlying unrooted four-taxon tree. These analyses effectively dif-
fer only in the point of attachment of the algal outgroup (Tree 1 in 
Fig. 1). The rooted mitochondrial DNA analyses correspond to an 
alternative unrooted four-taxon arrangement, considering ingroup 
lineages only (Tree 2 in Fig. 1), but the corresponding bipartition 
among the four land-plant clades in that tree was poorly supported 
(66–69%; Fig. 2B).

Analyses with the third codon position excluded for plastid or mi-
tochondrial data recovered different rooted topologies compared to 
both the DNA and AA analyses, although these relationships were 
also poorly supported (Fig. 2; Appendices S16, S17). However, these 
analyses imply the same underlying unrooted four-taxon trees as 
their respective full-data analyses (Trees 1 and 2 in Fig. 1).

With only ingroup taxa considered in unpartitioned likelihood 
analysis (algal outgroups not included during tree inference), plas-
tid DNA, plastid AA, mitochondrial DNA, and mitochondrial AA 
all recovered the same four-taxon relationships for land plants as 
all the rooted plastid analyses and the mitochondrial AA analyses 
(i.e., Tree 1 in Fig. 1, consistent with most other published studies; 
Table 1; Appendices S18–S21; results summarized in Fig. 3). This 
four-taxon tree was strongly supported by the unrooted plastid 
analyses and weakly supported by unrooted mitochondrial analyses 
(Fig. 3; Appendices S18–S21).

Relationships within bryophyte lineages

In general, the plastid results recovered more well-supported clades 
than the mitochondrial analyses, with mostly longer branches 
within the land plants, particularly in the liverworts and mosses 
(Appendices  S22–S24). Within the major bryophyte lineages, the 
only strongly supported conflicts concerned relationships among 
Takakiopsida, Sphagnopsida, and the rest of the mosses, and the 
deepest splits of the Bryidae (Figs.  4 and 5; Appendices S8–S17). 
Plastid analyses based on the full nucleotide data set and a version 
with the third codon positions excluded both resolved a clade of 
Takakiopsida and Sphagnopsida (with 100% bootstrap support, BS, 
in the unpartitioned DNA analysis) sister to the rest of the mosses 
(Fig.  4; Appendices  S8, S9, S16). By contrast, the plastid AA and 
all mitochondrial analyses found strong support for a grade in 
which Takakiopsida is the sister group of the rest of the mosses (BS 
96–100%; Figs. 4 and 5; Appendices S10–S15, S17). In Bryidae, the 
plastid DNA analyses resolved a clade of Philonotis and Hedwigia 
as defining the deepest split in that subclass (BS 100/88/55% for un-
partitioned DNA, partitioned DNA, and third-codon-position-ex-
cluded analyses, respectively; Fig. 4; Appendices S8, S9, S16), while 
all mitochondrial analyses resolved Philonotis alone as sister to the 
rest of Bryidae, with strong support for the latter arrangement in 
the full mitochondrial DNA analyses and the analysis with third 
codon positions excluded (BS 98/100/97% for unpartitioned DNA, 
partitioned DNA and third-codon-position-excluded analyses, re-
spectively; Fig. 5; Appendices S12, S13, S17).

Other noteworthy conflicts among the different analyses were not 
strongly supported in one or both sets of the conflicting analyses. All 
plastid analyses recovered Tetraphidopsida and Polytrichopsida as a 
grade relative to Bryopsida, with moderate support in the DNA anal-
yses (BS 79/90%), while the mitochondrial DNA analyses recovered 
these two taxa as a clade, also with moderate support (BS 88/89%; 
Figs. 4 and 5; Appendices S8–S17). These respective relationships were 
poorly supported in both sets of AA analyses and DNA analyses with 
third codon positions excluded. In the liverworts all plastid analyses 
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resolved Pelliales and Pallaviciniales as a clade with strong support in 
the DNA analyses (BS 100%), whereas the mitochondrial analyses re-
covered these two taxa as a weakly supported grade with respect to the 
remaining Jungermanniopsida (Fig. 6; Appendices S8–S17). The posi-
tion of Ptilidiales also varied between analyses, but only the unparti-
tioned plastid DNA and the plastid analyses with third codon positions 
excluded resolved its position with strong support (both with BS 99%, 
as sister to the Porellales). Relationships among hornwort lineages 
were generally resolved with strong support in the plastid analyses, but 
with considerably lower support in the mitochondrial analyses. The 
latter also resolved both Nothoceros and Phaeoceros as non-monophy-
letic, with moderate support (Fig. 7A, C; Appendices S8–S17).

RNA editing and phylogenetic inference

Two hornwort genera (Nothoceros and Phaeoceros) and 
one moss species (Takakia lepidozioides), all widely considered 

to be monophyletic, were recovered as non-monophyletic 
with moderate to strong support in the mitochondrial analyses 
(Figs. 5 and 7C; Appendices S12–S15), and in the case of Takakia, 
in the plastid and mitochondrial analyses (Figs. 4, 5, and 8A, B; 
Appendices S8–S15). RNA editing is common in the organellar 
genomes of Takakia and hornworts (Sper-Whitis et  al., 1996; 
Steinhauser et al., 1999; Pruchner et al., 2001; Kugita et al., 2003a, 
b; Duff and Moore, 2005; Duff, 2006; Sugita et  al., 2006; Yura 
et al., 2008; Rüdinger et al., 2012), and all three non-monophy-
letic groups comprise a mixture of genomic and transcriptomic 
sequences. Therefore, we reran the unpartitioned DNA-based 
analyses after excluding sites of RNA editing in T. lepidozioides 
and Nothoceros aenigmaticus, the only members of these groups 
for which both genomic and transcriptomic data were avail-
able. Direct comparison of DNA and cDNA sequences identi-
fied 764 and 568 C-to-U differences between the genomes and 
transcriptomes of the plastid and mitochondrion, respectively, 

FIGURE 2. Summary of land-plant relationships inferred from likelihood analyses of (A) plastid (pt) and (B) mitochondrial (mt) DNA with all positions 
included (DNA), DNA with third codon positions excluded (1+2), and amino-acid data (AA). Outgroup algal taxa and relationships within the four 
major land-plant clades are removed for clarity. Bootstrap support (BS) >50% is indicated (unpartitioned and partitioned values are above and below 
branches, respectively, except for the 1+2 analyses where only unpartitioned data were analyzed; thickened branches represent 100% BS from both 
partitioned and unpartitioned analyses, “–” indicates BS <50%). Unrooted land-plant relationships (corresponding to unrooted trees 1–3 in Fig. 1) are 
annotated beside each figure.
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of T. lepidozioides, and 99 and 38 for N. aenigmaticus. For the 
latter species, we also identified 19 plastid and one mitochon-
drial U-to-C differences, consistent with evidence that reverse, 

U-to-C, editing occurs in hornworts (but not mosses; Kugita 
et al., 2003a, b; Duff and Moore, 2005; Duff, 2006; Schallenberg-
Rüdinger and Knoop, 2016).

Upon exclusion of these RNA edit sites, T. lepidozioides was re-
covered as monophyletic with strong support (BS 100%) in both 
the plastid and mitochondrial analyses (Fig. 8c, d; Appendices S25, 
S26), whereas with edit sites included, both analyses recovered 
this species as paraphyletic, also with strong support, with T. cer-
atophylla nested within T. lepidozioides (Figs.  4, 5, and 8A, C; 
Appendices S8, S12). With edit sites excluded from the mitochon-
drial analyses, the hornworts Nothoceros and Phaeoceros were also 
both recovered as monophyletic, albeit with poor support in the 
case of Phaeoceros (Fig. 7D; Appendix S26). By contrast, with edit 
sites included, the mitochondrial analyses recovered Phaeoceros and 
Nothoceros as non-monophyletic with strong or moderate support, 
respectively (Fig.  7C; Appendix  S12). Note that while the plastid 
analyses recovered the same set of Nothoceros taxa as monophyletic 
regardless of whether or not edit sites were excluded—and indeed 
recovered the same hornwort topology overall—they are irrelevant 
to the question of Phaeoceros monophyly because only one species 
of this genus was sampled in the plastid data set, represented by two 
transcriptomic samples (Fig. 7A, B; Appendices S8, S25).

FIGURE 3. Summary of land-plant relationships inferred from each of 
four likelihood analyses where the outgroup algal taxa were excluded, 
presented as an unrooted four-taxon tree (= Tree 1 in Fig.  1; see also 
Appendices S18–S21); bootstrap values >50% represent unpartitioned 
analyses of plastid DNA and amino-acid data (above central branch), and 
mitochondrial DNA and amino-acid data (below branch). “–” indicates 
bootstrap support <50%.

FIGURE 4. Cladogram of relationships in the mosses (Bryophyta) taken from the plastid unpartitioned nucleotide analysis, with likelihood bootstrap 
(BS) support values >50% from the different analyses indicated (unpartitioned and partitioned DNA above branches; unpartitioned and partitioned 
amino-acid support values below branches). Thickened branches represent 100% BS in all four analyses. Colors reflect data source; blue = newly se-
quenced taxa (unannotated); black = transcriptomic gene sets retrieved from the 1KP project (annotated with 1KP four-letter codes); green = genomic 
gene sets retrieved from GenBank (annotated with GenBank accession numbers); red = Sanger sequencing sets of genes from GenBank (annotated 
with original publication reference).
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Plastome structural evolution

The Mauve comparative analysis of genome synteny (Fig. 9) for 15 
fully sequenced plastomes demonstrates no additional changes in 
gene order across the diverse bryophytes sampled (two hornworts, 
four liverworts, and nine mosses) beyond three previously re-
corded changes in gene order. There are no changes specific to any 
of the three major lineages. A giant (71 kb) inversion is present in 
the large single copy (LSC) region of Funariidae (represented here 
by the moss Physcomitrella patens), as reported by Goffinet et al. 
(2007). In the liverworts, Aneura mirabilis experienced substantial 
gene loss and a 1 kb inversion of psbE-petL (Wickett et al., 2008), 
and in the hornworts Anthoceros angustus is the only bryophyte to 
show any structural change in the plastid IR, due to a 4 kb expan-
sion of its IR at the LSC border that includes ndhB, rps7, and the 3′ 
exon of rps12 (Kugita et al., 2003b).

Plastome sizes in bryophytes vary from >150 kb in the horn-
worts to ~120 kb in the liverworts (except for the reduced genome 
of non-photosynthetic A. mirabilis, at 108 kb), with the mosses ex-
hibiting variation in size from almost 150 kb in Takakia lepidozioi-
des to ~123 kb in the Bryopsida (Appendix S27; note that one copy 
of the IR is excluded in this figure). Most of this variation is related 
to expansion or contraction of intergenic spacer sizes, ranging from 
53,481 bp combined in Anthoceros angustus to 20,370 bp in Pellia 
endiviifolia (Appendix S27).

Plastid gene content is highly conserved across bryophytes 
(Appendices S27, S28), with only the non-photosynthetic A. mira-
bilis exhibiting many gene losses (Wickett et  al., 2008). The pur-
portedly mycoheterotrophic moss Buxbaumia aphylla exhibits no 
gene loss compared to other mosses. Excluding A. mirabilis, only 
12 gene losses (6 genes lost once, and 3 twice) have occurred for 
the 88 protein genes clearly present in the common ancestor of the 
14 bryophyte plastomes compared (Appendix  S28). In addition 
to these 88 protein genes, there is the enigmatic case of the tufA 
gene, present only in the moss genus Sphagnum palustre and (as a 
pseudogene) in Takakia lepidozioides among all land plants. Note 
that the Sphagnum and Takakia tufA sequences are probably or-
thologs, given that they have the same genomic location and similar 
base compositions and are substantially more similar to each other 
than to any other tufA sequences (their closest relatives are from 
green algal plastomes; data not shown).

Intron content is also highly conserved across bryophytes. 
Twenty-two plastome introns were present in the common ancestor 
of land plants (Lemieux et al., 2016). There is only a single loss per 
se of these 22 introns across the 15 examined bryophytes (of one 
of two ycf3 introns in Marchantia; Appendix S28), with all other 
differences in the intron counts (see Appendix S27) being the result 
of full or partial gene loss. There is also only a single case of intron 
gain in bryophyte plastomes, of a single intron in the rrn23 gene of 
Anthoceros angustus (Kugita et al., 2003b; Appendix S28).

FIGURE 5. Cladogram of relationships in the mosses (Bryophyta) taken from the mitochondrial unpartitioned nucleotide analysis, with likelihood 
bootstrap support (BS) values >50% from the different analyses indicated (unpartitioned and partitioned DNA analyses above branches; unparti-
tioned and partitioned amino-acid support values below branches). Thickened branches represent 100% BS in all four analyses. Colors reflect data 
source; blue = newly sequenced taxa (unannotated); black = transcriptomic gene sets retrieved from the 1KP project (annotated with 1KP four-letter 
codes); green = genomic gene sets retrieved from GenBank (annotated with GenBank accession numbers); red = Sanger sequencing sets of genes 
from GenBank (annotated with original publication reference).
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Tests of change in selective regime in plastid genes

The branch tests for changes in selective regime indicate that several 
genes and functionally related groups of genes in Aneura mirabilis 
(accD, atp, cemA, ndh, pet, psb, rpl, rpo, and rps) have a significantly 
detectable increase in ω (“dN/dS”) compared to other liverworts, 
consistent with relaxation of purifying selection for them, while 
rbcL shows a significant decrease in ω, consistent with a strength-
ening of purifying selection compared to other sampled liverworts 
(Fig.  10). Buxbaumia aphylla shows only minor changes in ω in 
comparison to other sampled mosses, with no significant changes in 
the majority of genes and gene groups, except for rbcL and the psb 
genes, in which a strengthening of purifying selection is indicated.

The RELAX tests for B. aphylla mirrored the results of the branch 
tests, with only rbcL and the psb complex showing significant 

results, and k-value >1, consistent with intensification of selection 
(Appendix S29). All genes and gene groups showed significant re-
laxation of selection (k < 1) in A. mirabilis except for infA, rbcL, 
ycf3, and ycf12, which had no significant change (for rbcL this is 
in contrast to the branch-test analysis, which showed a significant 
strengthening of purifying selection; see above).

DISCUSSION

Inference of land-plant rooted and unrooted relationships

Resolving the branching order of the four major land-plant lin-
eages has proved to be a major challenge for plant systematics, and 

FIGURE 6. Cladogram of relationships in the liverworts (Marchantiophyta) for (A) the plastid results and (B) the mitochondrial results, taken from 
the unpartitioned nucleotide analyses, with likelihood bootstrap support (BS) values >50% from the different analyses indicated (unpartitioned and 
partitioned DNA analyses above branches; unpartitioned and partitioned amino-acid support values below branches). Thickened branches represent 
100% BS in all four analyses. Values above branches indicate BS support values for the unpartitioned and partitioned nucleotide analyses and below 
branches indicate BS support from the unpartitioned and partitioned amino acid analyses, respectively. Colors reflect data source; blue = newly se-
quenced taxa (unannotated); black = transcriptomic gene sets retrieved from the 1KP project (annotated with 1KP four-letter codes); green = genomic 
gene sets retrieved from GenBank (annotated with GenBank accession numbers); red = Sanger sequencing sets of genes from GenBank (annotated 
with original publication reference).
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a consensus answer has arguably yet to be reached for the rooted 
versions of land-plant phylogeny (e.g., Qiu et al., 2006, 2007; Chang 
and Graham, 2011; Liu et  al., 2014a; Ruhfel et  al., 2014; Wickett 
et al., 2014; Gitzendanner et al., 2018; Puttick et al., 2018; de Sousa 
et al., 2019; One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). 
Analyses of deep land-plant relationships may be sensitive to de-
tails of taxon sampling (e.g., Wickett et  al., 2014) and substitu-
tion model assumptions (e.g., Chang and Graham, 2014; Liu et al., 
2014a; Cox, 2018; de Sousa et al., 2019). Our results continue with 
this picture of incongruence: for example, different arrangements 
among the major land-plant lineages are obtained depending on 
the genome analyzed (plastid vs. mitochondrion) and whether 
DNA or AA data are used. Thus, no consistent results are found 
across any of the four data sets that included all codon positions or 
AA data (Appendices S8–S15; summarized in Fig. 2), although the 

plastid DNA analysis that excluded third codon positions had the 
same weakly supported arrangement as the mitochondrial AA data 
(Fig.  2; Appendices  S14–S16). Different subsets of the data have 
substantially different DNA substitutional dynamics (Appendix S4), 
which can potentially be accommodated by using data partitioning 
schemes that group similarly evolving subsets of the data, allowing 
different models or model parameters to be applied to these sub-
sets during phylogenetic inference (e.g., Lanfear et al., 2012, 2016). 
However, including this major refinement in model complexity had 
little effect on inferred relationships for a given data type here, as 
partitioned and unpartitioned versions of analysis yielded simi-
lar results in each case (Figs. 2 and 4–7; Appendices S8–S15). We 
also examined the effect of excluding third codon positions, which 
typically evolve substantially faster than the other two codon posi-
tions; their elevated rate has been hypothesized to lead to saturation 

FIGURE 7. Cladograms of relationships in the hornworts (Anthocerotophyta) for (A) the plastid unpartitioned and partitioned DNA and AA results, 
(B) the plastid unpartitioned DNA results with C-to-U and U-to-C RNA edit sites from Takakia lepidozioides and Nothoceros aenigmaticus excluded, (C) 
the mitochondrial unpartitioned and partitioned DNA and AA results, and (D) the mitochondrial unpartitioned DNA results with suspected C-to-U and 
U-to-C RNA edit sites from T. lepidozioides and N. aenigmaticus excluded. Likelihood bootstrap support (BS) values >50% from the different analyses are 
indicated (unpartitioned and partitioned DNA analyses above branches; unpartitioned and partitioned amino-acid support values below branches). 
Thickened branches represent 100% BS support in all four analyses in A and C and in the single analysis in B and D. Colors reflect data source; black = 
transcriptomic gene sets retrieved from the 1KP project (annotated with 1KP four-letter codes); green = genomic gene sets retrieved from GenBank 
(annotated with GenBank accession numbers); red = Sanger sequencing genes from GenBank (annotated with original publication reference).
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issues (e.g., in the nuclear genome, and when taxon sampling is 
limited; Wickett et  al., 2014; de Sousa et  al., 2019). Our analyses 
that excluded the third codon position led to different land-plant 
arrangements for both plastid and mitochondrial data sets (Fig. 2; 
Appendices S16, S17). However, these differences were poorly sup-
ported (BS < 70%) in the analyses where the third codon position 
was excluded. Inferred relationships within mosses, liverworts and 
hornworts were also generally consistent with corresponding anal-
yses with the third codon positions excluded vs. included, although 
often with poorer support in the former case (Appendices  S16, 
S17). This reduced branch support is not surprising, given that 
fewer, more slowly evolving sites were included in these analyses.

Our mitochondrial results differed from the plastid results in 
having generally shorter branches across the tree (Appendices S22–
S24), consistent with the slower rate of sequence evolution of this 
genome in plants (e.g., Wolfe et  al., 1987; Palmer and Herbon, 
1988). This relative lack of sequence variation in this organel-
lar genome likely accounts for the shorter branches and, coupled 
with a smaller total amount of sequence data, the generally lower 
support values in our mitochondrial trees (Appendices S22–S24). 
Compared to the plastid DNA trees, the conflicting topologies in-
ferred here from both plastid AA and mitochondrial DNA and AA 
data have comparatively weak support (Fig.  2), likely due in part 
to the relative volume of information in each data set (around half 
the number of genes in the mitochondrial matrix and one-third the 
number of sites in each AA matrix, although the latter have more 
character states per site).

In strong contrast to this diversity of rooted trees, a majority of 
previously published results and most of our results are consistent 
with the same unrooted four-taxon tree (Tree 1 in Fig. 1; Table 1). 
Rooting uncertainty among the four major lineages of land plants 
likely reflects the extremely long branches connecting land plants 
and their closest sampled algal relatives (e.g., Appendix  S22). In 

our study, only the analyses of the full mitochondrial DNA data set, 
and the same data set with third codon positions excluded, failed 
to recover this unrooted tree (instead recovering Tree 2 in Fig. 1, 
with weak to moderate support; Appendices  S10, S11, S15). This 
result contrasts with that of Liu et al. (2014a), who recovered the 
commonly inferred unrooted topology (= Tree 1 in Fig.  1), with 
different root points, for both their mitochondrial DNA and AA 
analyses (Fig. 1; Table 1). However, when we reran our original un-
partitioned analyses with the algal outgroup taxa removed, all four 
analyses (plastid DNA, plastid AA, mitochondrial DNA, mitochon-
drial AA; DNA analyses consider all nucleotides) recovered the 
same basic unrooted relationship (the same unrooted four-taxon 
tree, = Tree 1 in Fig. 1) for the four major clades, including the mi-
tochondrial DNA analysis (Fig. 3; Appendices S18–S21).

This mostly consistent recovery of the same underlying four-
taxon tree in our rooted and unrooted analyses (with and with-
out algal outgroups), and in most published studies, implies that 
the large distance between land plants and their algal ancestors is 
a major contributor to the difficulty in resolving deep relationships 
in land plants (e.g., Chang and Graham, 2011). It also suggests that 
the unrooted four-taxon relationship among land-plant lineages 
(Tree 1 in Fig. 1; Fig. 3) may be satisfactorily resolved, or at least 
that a strong consensus has now been reached. Nevertheless, un-
derstanding how these lineages actually relate to each other on the 
true rooted tree is crucial to our understanding of evolution across 
land plants; uncertainty surrounding the root point restricts our 
ability to infer ancestral states for traits of interest in early land 
plants (e.g., Doyle, 2017; Puttick et al., 2018). The only analyses 
in our study to recover a consistently strongly supported back-
bone for overall rooted land-plant relationships were those con-
sidering the full plastid DNA data. Both the unpartitioned and 
partitioned analyses of this data set resolved the bryophytes as a 
grade, with liverworts sister to the rest of the land plants (the latter 

FIGURE 8. Cladograms of relationships in Takakia for (A) the plastid unpartitioned and partitioned DNA and AA data, with all sites included, (B) the 
mitochondrial unpartitioned and partitioned DNA and AA data, with all sites included, (C) the plastid data with C-to-U and U-to-C RNA edit sites from 
Takakia lepidozioides and Nothoceros aenigmaticus excluded, and (D) the mitochondrial data with C-to-U and U-to-C RNA edit sites from T. lepidozioides 
and N. aenigmaticus excluded. Likelihood bootstrap support (BS) values from the different analyses are indicated, with unpartitioned and partitioned 
DNA analyses above branches, and unpartitioned and partitioned amino-acid support values below branches for A and B, and unpartitioned DNA 
analyses above branches for C and D. Thickened branches represent 100% BS support in the four analyses in A and B and in the single analysis in C and 
D. Colors reflect data source; blue = newly sequenced taxa (unannotated); black = transcriptomic gene sets retrieved from the 1KP project (annotated 
with 1KP four-letter codes); green = genomic gene sets retrieved from GenBank (annotated with GenBank accession numbers); red = Sanger sequenc-
ing sets of genes from GenBank (annotated with original publication reference).
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clade of mosses, hornworts, and vascular plants referred to as sto-
matophytes, stomata-bearing plants; Kenrick and Crane, 1997a), 
and hornworts sister to vascular plants (Fig. 2A; Appendices S8, 
S9). This is also the most frequently recovered topology in pub-
lished molecular studies (Table 1), mostly inferred using plastid 
DNA data (e.g., Nishiyama et al., 2004; Forrest et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 
2006, 2007; Gao et al., 2010; Karol et al., 2010; Chang and Graham, 
2011; Ruhfel et al., 2014) but also in several mitochondrial AA- and 

DNA-based studies (Turmel et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014a). By con-
trast, recent attempts to resolve land-plant relationships using 
nuclear transcriptomic data have not recovered this topology, but 
instead have consistently recovered a clade comprising liverworts 
and mosses (referred to as setaphytes, in which the sporangium is 
elevated on a stalk known as a seta; Renzaglia and Garbary, 2001), 
with various relationships then observed among setaphytes, horn-
worts, and vascular plants, including monophyletic bryophytes in 

FIGURE 9. Mauve-based alignment comparing plastome structure of 15 bryophyte species, with one copy of the inverted repeat region removed. 
A linear map of Anthoceros angustus appears first for reference. Colored “locally colinear blocks” (LCBs) have shared gene order between plastomes. 
LCBs appearing above the central line are colinear and in the same orientation and those below align in reverse complement. Colored lines link LCBs 
shared between taxa.
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some analyses (Wickett et al., 2014; Puttick et al., 2018; de Sousa 
et al., 2019; One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). 
Analyses using plastid AA data also frequently recover bryophytes 
as monophyletic, with hornworts sister to setaphytes (Nishiyama 
et al., 2004; Turmel et al., 2006; Lemieux et al., 2007; Shanker et al., 
2011; Civáň et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2014; Gitzendanner et al., 2018; 
One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). In our plas-
tid AA analyses, bryophytes formed a poorly supported clade (BS 
38/39%), in contrast to the strong support (BS 95%) found by 
Gitzendanner et al. (2018) for monophyly of bryophytes, despite 
the considerable sampling overlap, with both our studies having 
independently retrieved gene sets from 1KP source data (Matasci 
et al., 2014). These differences may partly reflect different matrix 

assembly strategies between our studies, given that Gitzendanner 
et al. (2018) deleted difficult-to-align regions from their 78-plas-
tid-gene, 1879-taxon matrix resulting in 18,328 AA positions, 
compared to our inclusion of staggered alignment blocks for dif-
ficult-to-align regions in our 85-plastid-gene, 159-taxon matrix 
of 26,595 AA positions. The difference in alignment length and 
rooted tree inference may also reflect differences in taxon sam-
pling (we included more bryophytes but far fewer vascular plants 
and algae, although we represented the major lineages) and in the 
total number of genes and choice of genes included in each study 
(only 74 genes in common between studies). Additionally, the 
One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative (2019) recovered 
bryophytes as monophyletic with weak support (BS 64%), based 

FIGURE 10. Summary of branch test results for plastid genes and gene complexes in Aneura mirabilis and Buxbaumia aphylla. dN/dS (ω) measures 
the proportion of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) to synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS). ω was assessed 
using a maximum likelihood approach. fg-ω is the “foreground” dN/dS ratio for A. mirabilis and B. aphylla (orange), and bg-ω is the “background” dN/dS 
ratio for the other taxa in the tree (blue). Genes and gene complexes with significant results are marked with an asterisk above and a colored box 
around the gene name (red for significant relaxation of selection and blue for significant intensification of selection). Note that ycf66 is absent from 
the plastome of A. mirabilis and the results for B. aphylla are excluded here for consistency (see Appendices S29, S30).
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on an analysis of plastid AA data from a subset of 1178 of the same 
samples included in the Gitzendanner et al. (2018) analyses.

Relationships within the bryophyte clades are generally con-
sistent among analyses, with the only well-supported conflicts 
(the relationships between Takakiopsida, Sphagnopsida, and 
other mosses, and between Philonotis, Hedwigia, and the rest of the 
Bryidae) and a handful of poorly supported conflicts (including the 
relative branching orders of Tetraphidopsida and Polytrichopsida 
with respect to Bryopsida, and the branching order of various 
taxa in Bryidae) being consistently problematic in studies of bryo-
phyte phylogenetics (e.g., Newton et  al., 2000; Cox et  al., 2004; 
Qiu et al., 2006; Chang and Graham, 2014; Liu et al., 2019). Chang 
and Graham (2014) noted that relationships among Takakiopsida, 
Sphagnopsida, and other mosses are sensitive to different model-
ing parameters, and it is possible that this effect is exacerbated by 
the long evolutionary distances between these groups. By contrast, 
the consistently poorly resolved incongruent relationships among 
Tetraphidopsida, Polytrichopsida, and Bryopsida, and among var-
ious lineages in the Bryidae, are likely due to poor phylogenetic 
signal caused by rapid divergences at these nodes (e.g., Shaw et al., 
2003; Liu et al., 2019).

Limited effect of missing data

Missing data in the form of absent genes and/or taxa can be a con-
cern for phylogenetic reconstruction (e.g., the sparsely sampled su-
permatrices examined in Simmons and Goloboff, 2014). However, 
including incompletely sampled taxa can also improve phylogenetic 
accuracy by acting to break up problematic long branches (e.g., 
Burleigh et al., 2009; Wiens and Tiu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2014). Gene 
recovery for several species included in our analyses was limited, 
with a few taxa being represented by only a handful of genes (sum-
marized in Appendices S2, S3). However, this appears to have had 
little overall effect on phylogenetic inference for the affected taxa, as 
inferred topologies within the three bryophyte clades were largely 
congruent with other published studies with regard to these species 
(e.g., Forrest et al., 2006; Duff et al., 2007; Chang and Graham, 2011, 
2014; Villarreal and Renner, 2012; Liu et  al., 2019). Specifically, 
we recovered strong support for the placement of taxa with very 
limited gene sampling that occupy critical positions in bryophyte 
phylogeny (e.g., Haplomitrium hookeri, Pleurozia purpurea, and 
Oedipodium griffithianum).

Simmons and Goloboff (2014) noted that RAxML bootstrap val-
ues in patchily sampled supermatrices may be inflated compared to 
those inferred from more thorough tree searches, which may be a 
caveat for our findings concerning these taxa. However, several lines 
of evidence suggest that the recovered relationships were not posi-
tively misled by limited data available for them. The most sparsely 
sampled taxa here (those labeled “Sanger” in Appendices S2 and S3) 
place in the same or consistent positions in other studies with differ-
ent sets of taxa and genes (e.g., Oedipodium; see Newton et al., 2000; 
Liu et al., 2019), where the number of sampled genes for these taxa 
in the original study was comparable to other taxa (e.g., Treubia and 
Haplomitrium in Chang and Graham, 2011). These poorly sampled 
taxa also place in congruent positions using the two organellar data 
sets here (e.g., the moss Oedipodium, based on only 3 mitochon-
drial genes or 14 plastid genes; Fig. 4 vs. Fig. 5; Appendices S2, S3). 
The most sparsely sampled major clade here was the mitochondrial 
data set for hornworts, reflecting gene loss and pseudogenization 
in the mitogenomes of this lineage (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Xue et al., 

2010; Villarreal et al., 2018; Appendix S3; pseudogenized genes in 
these taxa are excluded from analysis here). However, there were no 
conflicts between our mitochondrial and plastid inferences of horn-
worts that were well supported (Fig. 7), suggesting that the missing 
data did not strongly mislead our analyses. Lam et al. (2018) also 
examined the phylogenetic placement of multiple taxa in which a 
subset had substantial missing plastome phylogenomic data due to 
effects of heterotrophy on photosynthetic genes; their data set had 
the additional complication that the retained genes tend to be rap-
idly evolving. Their likelihood analyses yielded positions for these 
often highly reduced and rapidly evolving taxa that were consistent 
with those of other studies that used different sets of genes or taxa, 
further supporting the inclusion of such taxa in analysis of organ-
ellar-scale matrices. These considerations suggest that our analyses 
were not unduly affected by missing data, although further study of 
this possibility would be useful in future large-scale genomic data 
sets of land plants.

Organellar RNA editing and localized phylogenetic 
mis-inference

We found high levels of C-to-U editing in both organelles of 
the moss Takakia lepidozioides. In the case of the plastome, this 
finding is not unexpected but nonetheless extends the high level 
of C-to-U editing (302 edits) reported from comparison of a num-
ber of plastid gene and cDNA sequences (Sugita et al., 2006; Yura 
et al., 2008) to 764 C-to-U edits across the set of 72 plastid genes 
recovered here from both DNA and cDNA sources (Appendix S2). 
Our data provide the first direct, DNA/cDNA evidence of exten-
sive mitochondrial RNA editing in T. lepidozioides, confirming 
and extending to the genome scale previous predictions of high 
levels of RNA editing for four T. lepidozioides mitochondrial genes 
(Pruchner et al., 2001; Rüdinger et al., 2012), with 568 edits across 
the 36 mitochondrial genes recovered from both DNA and cDNA 
sources (Appendix S3).

Several authors have voiced concern over the effects of RNA 
editing on inference of hornwort phylogeny (e.g., Duff et al., 2007; 
Villarreal et al., 2013). Bowe and dePamphilis (1996) noted that RNA 
editing may be problematic when genomic (DNA-derived) and tran-
scriptomic (RNA-derived) data are used in the same analysis (as is 
the case in our study), because the same forms of the gene in different 
taxa may tend to group together as a result of independent RNA edit 
sites being mistakenly interpreted as homologies. The C-to-U and 
U-to-C RNA editing sites inferred here for Nothoceros may explain 
contrasting inferences of hornwort phylogeny in mitochondrial 
ML analyses when these sites are included vs. excluded (Fig.  7C, 
D). However, some of these relationships are weakly supported in 
both cases, except for moderate and strong support for non-mono-
phyly of Nothoceros and Phaeoceros, respectively, when all sites are 
included, and strong support for monophyly of Nothoceros when 
edit sites are excluded (Fig. 7C, D; Appendices S12–S15, S26). Our 
comparisons of transcriptomic and genomic data for plastid genes 
of Nothoceros, together with published data for Anthoceros (Kugita 
et al., 2003a), suggest a greater volume of C-to-U differences in the 
plastid data matrix than in the mitochondrial data. However, the 
plastid subtree for hornworts is consistent when analyses either in-
cluded or excluded edit sites (Fig. 7A, B; Appendices S8–S11, S25). 
This suggests that if RNA editing has an effect on phylogenetic in-
ference using plastid data for this clade, the effect is overridden by 
strong signal in the remaining nucleotides.
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Excluding C-to-U and U-to-C sites had a very strong effect 
on species relationships within the moss Takakia. With all sites 
included, T. ceratophylla was nested within T. lepidozioides with 
100% BS support from both plastid and mitochondrial analyses 
(Figs. 4 and 5; Appendices S8–S15), whereas upon edit-site ex-
clusion T. lepidozioides was monophyletic, also with 100% BS 
support (Fig. 8; Appendices S25, S26). Thus, these sites likely mis-
led phylogenetic inference within Takakia, but this appears to 
be correctable by their exclusion from analysis. Several other 
taxa also had indications of some RNA editing based on a rel-
atively high fraction of C-to-U or U-to-C differences between 
their organellar genomes and corresponding transcriptome data 
(Appendix S5; and see Methods). However, for all these taxa, the 
pair of genomic and transcriptomic sequences representing a 
species always fell out as sister taxa in our main analyses (Figs. 4–
7), without any need for the sort of manipulations we employed 
for Takakia or Nothoceros here.

Plastome structural stability in bryophytes

The plastome of most photosynthetic land plants is relatively con-
served in size, gene order, and gene and intron content, such that 
inversions and other structural changes are usually straightfor-
ward to infer in comparisons of even distantly related lineages 
(e.g., Wicke et al., 2011). Aside from short indels and inversions, 
the most frequent class of structural mutation in land-plant 
plastomes is change in the extent of the plastid IR region due 
to its ebb and flow (expansion and contraction) with respect to 
the flanking large and small single-copy regions (LSC and SSC), 
which is responsible for much of the observed range of plastome 
sizes in land plants (Goulding et al., 1996; Mower and Vickrey, 
2018).

The number of complete bryophyte plastomes (15) compared 
here more than doubles the number compared in any previous 
study (e.g., Mower and Vickery, 2018; Park et al., 2018). Yet these 
15 genomes differ by only two inversions, both previously reported 
(Goffinet et al., 2007; Wickett et al., 2008), and only the hornwort 
Anthoceros angustus displays a significant expansion or contraction 
of the IR, also previously reported (Kugita et  al., 2003b). Plastid 
gene and intron content are also highly conserved among the 14 
photosynthetic bryophytes, with the liverwort Aneura mirabilis 
having lost many genes (and their accompanying introns) in keep-
ing with its non-photosynthetic, fully mycoheterotrophic condition 
(e.g., Wickett et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2017). Our findings consid-
erably extend and thereby strengthen the conclusions of previous 
studies (Forrest et al., 2011; Mower and Vickrey, 2018; Park et al., 
2018) that plastome structure, including gene and intron content, is 
highly conserved in bryophytes.

Variation in total plastome length (particularly in the mosses) is 
probably the most striking global difference across the bryophytes. 
With the exception of Aneura mirabilis (see preceding paragraph), 
little of this variation can be accounted for by gene and intron loss 
(Appendix  S28) or, excepting Anthoceros angustus (Kugita et  al., 
2003b), by IR expansion or contraction. Rather, the major contrib-
utor to plastome size variation in bryophytes is variation in the size 
of intergenic spacers (Appendix S27).

One surprise from the plastome comparisons concerns the tufA 
gene, which encodes protein-synthesis elongation factor EF-Tu. 
In the first documented case of relatively modern-day functional 
transfer of an organellar gene to the nucleus, this essential gene 

was inferred to have been lost from the plastome and transferred 
to the nucleus in a green algal ancestor of land plants (Baldauf 
and Palmer, 1990). Subsequent studies indicated that this transfer 
probably occurred in the common ancestor of land plants and the 
Zygnematophyceae, the probable green-algal sister group to land 
plants (e.g., Chang and Graham, 2011; Timme et al., 2012; Wickett 
et  al., 2014) and showed that tufA is absent from all >2000 se-
quenced plastomes of land plants. It thus came as a surprise to find 
an intact tufA gene in the plastome of the moss Sphagnum palustre 
and a likely orthologous tufA pseudogene in the T. lepidozioides 
plastome (note that intact tufA genes were annotated in plastomes 
of 38 Sphagnum species, but their presence went unnoted in the 
relevant manuscript; Shaw et al., 2016).

The phylogenetically puzzling presence of tufA in these moss 
plastomes can be explained by at least four scenarios that are 
considerably complex and/or involve highly unlikely events. One 
scenario postulates a much earlier functional transfer of tufA, 
in a land plant/Zygnematophyceae common ancestor, than its 
subsequent loss from the plastome, with retention of functional 
tufA copies in both the plastid and nucleus in multiple lineages 
for many millions of years. This scenario would invoke three to 
five losses of plastid tufA following its transfer, once on the branch 
leading to Zygnematophyceae, once in the common ancestor 
of mosses exclusive of Takakiopsida and Sphagnopsida, and one 
to three losses deep in land plant phylogeny (once according to 
the “mt DNA” tree in Fig.  2 and two or three times under the 
other five trees in Fig. 2). The flip side of this scenario is one that 
postulates three to five independent tufA transfers (and phyloge-
netically coincident losses), these occurring in the same lineages 
as in the above scenario. In their simplest form, the other two sce-
narios postulate a single loss of tufA from the plastome, phyloge-
netically coincident with its functional transfer to the nucleus in 
a land plant/Zygnematophyceae common ancestor, followed by 
plastome reacquisition of tufA in the Takakia/Sphagnum clade 
recovered in Fig.  4 and Appendices  S8, S9, and S16. These two 
scenarios become more complicated, and thus less likely, requir-
ing either two reacquisition events or an additional transfer to the 
nucleus, under the topology with Takakia sister to other mosses, 
recovered in Figs. 4 and 5 and Appendices S10–S15 and S17. One 
reacquisition scenario invokes reverse transfer of tufA from the 
nucleus to the plastid, while the other invokes horizontal gene 
transfer, perhaps from a green algal lineage (see Results). There 
are more-or-less apt precedents for all four scenarios in green-
plant organellar evolution (Adams et al., 1999, 2002; Qiu et al., 
2014; Atluri et al., 2015; Leliaert and Lopez-Bautista, 2015; Wu 
et al., 2017), and so each should be considered a viable possibility. 
We hope that our unexpected discovery of tufA in certain moss 
plastomes will stimulate studies designed to achieve resolution 
among the several complex scenarios that could have given rise 
to this intriguing evolutionary puzzle.

The Buxbaumia aphylla plastome lacks signals of relaxed 
purifying selection evident in Aneura mirabilis

Heterotrophic angiosperms often display highly elevated rates 
of plastid nucleotide substitution, coupled with plastid gene loss 
(e.g., Graham et  al., 2017; Lam et  al., 2018) and sometimes ex-
tensive or moderate genome rearrangements (e.g., Logacheva 
et  al., 2014; Lam et  al., 2015). Only one bryophyte lineage is 
known to be non-photosynthetic (Merckx et  al., 2013a, b), the 
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fully mycoheterotrophic liverwort Aneura mirabilis. This species 
derives its nutrition entirely from fungal partners (Bidartondo 
et  al., 2003), and its genome shows unmistakable signs of loss of 
photosynthetic function (Wickett et al., 2008). In addition, the moss 
genus Buxbaumia has been described as a saprophyte (Campbell, 
1895; Schofield, 1985), and as a putative partial mycoheterotroph 
(i.e., capable of photosynthesis but also partnering with soil fungi 
as a source of supplementary food supply; Leake, 1994; Bidartondo, 
2005). This genus of ~12 species (Schofield, 2007) is characterized 
by an extremely reduced gametophyte, most noticeably in the leafy 
gametophore (Duckett et al., 2004). However, its status as a puta-
tive mycoheterotroph has been questioned by Duckett et al. (2004), 
who found no association between the rhizoids of Buxbaumia 
and nearby fungal hyphae, supporting the idea that it is not even 
partially mycoheterotrophic. In retrospect, this is not unexpected, 
given that few mosses are thought to have interactions with soil 
fungi in general, in contrast to liverworts and hornworts, which 
frequently contain endophytic fungi in their gametophytes (Felix, 
1988; Read et al., 2000). Mycoheterotrophs typically undergo a se-
quence of plastid gene pseudogenization and loss beginning with 
the NADH dehydrogenase (ndh) complex followed by most genes 
relating to photosynthetic functions (e.g., Graham et al., 2017). The 
complete plastome of B. aphylla presented here (Appendix S6) re-
veals that all plastid genes are retained in Buxbaumia as fully open 
reading frames, and show no evidence of ndh gene loss, unlike other 
partially heterotrophic plants (summarized in Graham et al., 2017).

However, we speculated that retained ndh genes, or other plastid 
photosynthesis-related genes in Buxbaumia, might still be experi-
encing relaxation of selection if the genus were in the early stages 
of mycoheterotrophy (in turn a possible concern for phylogenetic 
inference). We addressed the possibility of altered selection by 
examining the dN/dS values in the species of interest compared to 
known autotrophic relatives. Several tests have been used to look 
for changes in selective regime consistent with transitions toward 
partial or full heterotrophy in parasitic plants (e.g., Petersen et al., 
2015; Cusimano and Wicke, 2016; Wicke et al., 2016) and myco-
heterotrophic plants (e.g., Barrett et  al., 2014; Lam et  al., 2015; 
Logacheva et al., 2016; Braukmann et al., 2017; Joyce et al., 2018). 
We performed these tests separately for both B. aphylla, com-
pared to other mosses, and A. mirabilis, compared to other liver-
worts, including the latter as a positive control to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the test (Aneura is a known fully mycoheterotro-
phic plant). The results of these branch and RELAX tests (Fig. 10; 
Appendix S29) suggest considerable relaxation of purifying selec-
tion in many of the plastid genes of A. mirabilis. Together with 
the loss or pseudogenization of all ndh and many photosynthesis 
genes (Wickett et al., 2008; Appendix S28), this is consistent with it 
having transitioned to a fully mycoheterotrophic lifestyle (Graham 
et al., 2017). One quirk for Aneura is that the branch test suggested 
stronger purifying selection in its rbcL gene (although the RELAX 
test failed to detect significant change in the selective regime for it). 
Whether under similar or intensified selection compared to auto-
trophs, this suggests that rbcL is still functional in Aneura, which is 
consistent with the secondary role of Rubisco in lipid biosynthesis 
(e.g., Schwender et al., 2004). Of the 15 pseudogenes identified in 
A. mirabilis by Wickett et al. (2008) and included in the branch tests 
of individual genes here, only six showed significant relaxation of 
selection (Appendix S30). This may be an artifact of the relatively 
short length of several of these pseudogenes or the relative recency 
of loss of function.

In contrast to the results for the non-photosynthetic A. mira-
bilis, the only significant shift in selective regime detected in plas-
tid genes for the putatively mycoheterotrophic B. aphylla was an 
intensification of purifying selection in the psb and rbcL genes, 
detected by the branch and RELAX tests (Fig. 10; Appendix S29). 
The reason for this intensification is unknown, although it may be 
related to the reduced size of the gametophyte generation in this 
plant. The absence of relaxation or release of selection in any genes 
in Buxbaumia is a contrast with other partial heterotrophs (e.g., 
Barrett et  al., 2014; Petersen et  al., 2015; Cusimano and Wicke, 
2016; Wicke et al., 2016). The lack of evidence of change in selec-
tive regime in photosynthetic genes may mean that it is in the very 
early stages of partial heterotrophy. However, our findings are also 
consistent with the morphological observations of Duckett et  al. 
(2004), who found no physical interactions between this moss and 
soil fungi. Taken together, these two lines of evidence do not sup-
port mycoheterotrophy in B. aphylla.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Despite increasing access to large genomic data sets, relationships 
among the four major land-plant lineages are still contradictory 
and inconsistent across and even within studies, including this one, 
which features the largest taxon sampling for bryophyte organel-
lar data sets to date. However, the basic unrooted topology inferred 
among the four major land-plant lineages (liverworts, mosses, 
hornworts, and vascular plants) is congruent across most published 
studies and most of our analyses (Figs. 1 and 3; Table 1). This sup-
ports the idea that the very long branch connecting land plants to 
their algal outgroups, coupled with relatively short branches con-
necting the major land-plant clades, is the major source of con-
flict among studies, and that we now understand the unrooted 
tree uniting these lineages. The best-supported inferences in our 
study are those based on partitioned and unpartitioned analyses 
of plastid DNA data (Fig. 2A; Appendices S8, S9). These analyses 
include third codon positions, which are more likely to experience 
saturation effects. However, removal of these sites or replacement 
with degeneracy codes (Cox et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014) may 
not be necessary for plastid genes, which evolve more slowly than 
nuclear genes (Wolfe et al., 1987; Drouin et al., 2008; Rothfels and 
Schuettpelz, 2014), and corrections for saturation may in general be 
less important with well-sampled phylogenies (e.g., Pollock et al., 
2002; Hedtke et al., 2006).

A major potential limitation of our data is that many taxa are 
represented by incomplete gene sets, because they were derived 
from available GenBank accessions, including Sanger sequenc-
ing data sets, and from transcriptomes that vary in gene recovery 
(Appendices  S2, S3). Despite this, inferred relationships within 
each major bryophyte clade are largely congruent among our anal-
yses and with other published phylogenies, supporting the view 
that data sets with patchy recovery of genes can perform well in 
phylogenetic inference (e.g., Burleigh et al., 2009; Wiens and Tiu, 
2012; Jiang et  al., 2014; Lam et  al., 2018). The few relationships 
within bryophyte lineages that do remain contentious are likely 
due to substantial evolutionary distances among lineages in some 
instances (e.g., Takakia, Sphagnum, and other mosses), or due to 
rapid diversification among the relevant lineages in other cases 
(e.g., Tetraphidopsida, Polytrichopsida, and Bryopsida). We noted 
the presence of RNA edit sites in the moss T. lepidozioides and the 
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hornwort Nothoceros aenigmaticus, and demonstrated for these two 
bryophytes that these edits likely affect inference of local phyloge-
netic relationships.

Our data have additional implications for the molecular evo-
lution of plastid genomes. As is the case for most groups of vas-
cular plants, bryophyte plastomes are highly conserved in gene 
order, gene content, intron content, and, to a lesser extent, ge-
nome size. Although the number of complete bryophyte plasto-
mes that have been sequenced to date is still small, they broadly 
represent the major bryophyte lineages. Nonetheless, it would be 
useful to expand on this sampling to survey for lineage-specific 
effects, which are strikingly evident in certain vascular plant lin-
eages. As well, it should be interesting to explore the complex 
alternative scenarios outlined above to account for the one strik-
ing novelty in bryophyte plastomes uncovered in this study: the 
unexpected presence of the tufA gene in Sphagnum and Takakia 
against a backdrop of the gene’s absence from all other exam-
ined land-plant plastomes. Buxbaumia aphylla conforms to the 
general pattern of plastome stasis and shows no evidence of gene 
loss or shifts in selective regime that might indicate that it is in 
the early stages of photosynthesis loss, as might be expected if 
it were mycoheterotrophic. We also found no evidence of relax-
ation of selection in any of its plastid genes, in contrast to the 
known mycoheterotrophic liverwort A. mirabilis. Our data are 
therefore not consistent with the existence of mycoheterotrophy 
in B. aphylla.

What hope is there for resolving the land-plant root satisfacto-
rily (which of the rooting points of Tree 1 in Fig.  1 are correct)? 
The serendipitous discovery of cryptic algal lineages with a close 
relationship to land plants would help (in effect, a discovery paral-
lel to the recent identification of a close non-photosynthetic sister 
group to red algae; Gawryluk et al., 2019). In the absence of such 
good luck, improved substitutional models may help, as would the 
discovery of rare genomic or morphological changes that unam-
biguously support one or another resolution of early land-plant 
relationships. It may also be useful to explore gene duplication 
events that may intersect the long branch connecting land plants 
and other streptophytes, closer to land plants than their algal out-
groups, allowing confident duplicate gene rooting (Mathews and 
Donoghue, 1999; Simmons et  al., 2000; Emms and Kelly, 2017). 
The increasing availability of large genomic data sets may facilitate 
the latter approach (e.g., Wickett et al., 2014; One Thousand Plant 
Transcriptomes Initiative, 2019). However, full understanding of 
early land-plant evolution will also require an improved early fossil 
record, and better integration of living and extinct lineages in phy-
logenetic inference (e.g., Kenrick and Crane, 1997b; Gensel, 2008; 
Rothwell et al., 2009).
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